SAGE Catalyst is a collaborative teaching and learning tool providing unlimited, university-wide access to over 700 premium social science eTextbooks. It enables blended learning through virtual collaboration, classroom discussion, and peer-to-peer learning within the textbooks and supports other multi-media resources.

Features and benefits

- Gain confidence that students have **equitable access** to core texts
- Increase student engagement through collaboration from directly within the texts
- Enable **social learning** with virtual classroom discussions
- Encourage wider reading and create a **more enjoyable student experience**

I love how SAGE Catalyst links top SAGE eBooks directly into Talis Elevate, making it really easy to get collaboration started

*Liz Mallet – Assistant Director of Academic Engagement, University of Lincoln*
In addition to the premium social science textbook collection, universities subscribing to SAGE Catalyst can also pick and choose add-on packages with around 50 titles each.

### Study Skills
Study skills are essential for students to succeed in their academic journey, which as a result, will prepare them for their professional life.

### Business and Management
Business & Management textbooks empower students to shape the future of business and contribute to building a thriving global society.

### Professional
This collection focuses on supporting students when in practice settings and helping them develop their professional skills.

### Research Methods
Give your faculty and students access to more Research Methods textbooks for a deeper dive into specific methods.

Find out more [sagepub.com/sage-catalyst](http://sagepub.com/sage-catalyst)